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NEW
LAND
A LOOK AT VERY LARGE 
FLOATING STRUCTURES
Very large floating structures 
(VLFS) are large, tethered buoyant 
structures on a body of water. 
Due to land reclamation, heavy 
sea traffic and a narrow strait to 
the north which is shared with 
Malaysia, Singapore has little 
territorial waters to spare. These 
considerations will constrain 
large-scale VLFS deployments. 
Globally, however, there has been 
increased national and private 
sector interest and investment  
in VLFS to create new land, to  
the extent of “seeding” new 
nations known as seatopias.  
This paper documents some  
of these possibilities. 
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VLFS are classified as semi-submersible structures in open 
waters e.g. oil rigs, or pontoon-type structures which are 
essentially floating boxes longer than 60 metres. Unlike typical 
traditional floating structures such as ships, VLFS are usually 
larger1, more costly (US$ 5 -15 bil) and have longer design lives 
(50-100 years).  The benefits of VLFS relative to reclamation as 
a solution to land constraints are:
FLEXIBILITY.  VLFS can be deployed over deep waters and soft 
sea beds while reclamation requires sea depths of less than 20 
metres.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY. VLFS do not damage the 
marine ecosystem, silt-up deep harbours or disrupt tidal/
ocean currents.  
FASTER TO CONSTRUCT. VLFS can be constructed in  
about a year while reclamation can take up to several years  
to complete.
SCALABILITY.  Being composed of modular units, VLFS can 
be expanded or removed according to demand and provides 
greater flexibility than reclamation. 
SUITABILITY FOR A RANGE OF USES.  VLFS’s relative position 
to the water is constant, facilitating their use as piers and 
berths and are unaffected by changes in sea levels.
One of the first VLFS proposed was the Armstrong 
Seadrome in 1924, a floating station that would serve 
airlines crossing the world’s oceans. The concept was later 
taken up by the land-strapped Japanese in the development 
of Kansai International Airport. Kansai International Airport 
is so integrated with Japan’s land infrastructure that 
most visitors would not realise the terminal floats. Other 
VLFS projects which have applied this theme of extending 
infrastructure include an offshore harbour by IronClad 
Mining of Australia (planning stage), floating bridges such 
as the Albert D Rosellini Bridge in Seattle, USA, which spans 
2.3 kilometres (1.42 miles) and floating carparks like the 
Umihotaru (picture), situated along the Trans-Tokyo Bay 
Highway. In Singapore, floating oil storage VLFS help  
extend Jurong Island’s infrastructure (which houses 
Singapore’s petrochemicals industry) to augment land-
based storage units.
VLFS are also being considered for more unconventional 
uses, driven by new concerns like climate change and 
opportunities like geothermal energy and ocean fisheries. 
In the 2009 Map of the Decade, the Institute for the Future 
highlighted the oceans as a source of next generation 
clean energy, green materials, medicine, habitats and more 
seafood as land-based societies start to spillover to more 
permanent settlements at sea. 
We are seeing some weak signals of the possible shift of 
human, economic, and social activity to the oceans and the 
central role VLFS could play. Echoing the movie Waterworld, 
which depicted a world where humans subsist on floating 
cities in a sea-covered planet, rising sea levels from climate 
change have prompted the Maldives government to engage 
Dutch Docklands, a company from the Netherlands, to create 
floating islands in place of sinking ones. 
Umihotaru Carpark, Japan
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While the Maldives 2.0 will be internationally recognised 
as part of the Maldives, recognition and sovereignty over 
newly created land could be trickier.  Although ownership 
of existing land-masses has been carved out by sovereign 
states, much of the oceans is still free game. In 1967, a 
man named Paddy Roy Bates set up home in a floating 
fort off the coast of England and declared himself the sole 
sovereign (officially ‘Prince Regent’) of the Principality of 
Sealand, complete with a constitution and national symbols. 
Though never officially recognised diplomatically, the legal 
implications have been recognised. The Pirate Bay, an 
internet file sharing platform, tried to buy over Sealand  
to host their servers in 2007 after facing legal issues  
in Sweden. 
This potential to circumvent national laws has not been lost 
on the private sector. Recently, Silicon Valley entrepreneurs 
have expressed interest in the Blueseed project, a start-
up to house floating offices off the shores of California to 
create ‘offshore tech incubators’ to circumvent restrictive US 
regulation and immigration laws.
Paypal founder Peter Thiel has set out a vision to form 
new nations as seatopias. He co-founded the Seasteading 
Institute in 2008 to facilitate the creation of seasteads (a 
more permanent and autonomous version of VLFS). Peter 
Thiel proposed in 2011 to create an independent nation by 
floating it in international waters. The idea was for this to be 
unbound by national legislature and make for an interesting 
social experiment in libertarianism. It is early days in the 
movement for seasteads or new land, and the Seasteading 
1 The length scales are around 103 - 104 metres, with displacements of 106 - 107 tonnes. 
Institute and other similarly aligned movements are 
conducting research to answer engineering, legal and basic 
business questions such as: 
How can seasteads be engineered to be safe (survive 
heavy storms), economically viable (affordable to people 
with average incomes), comfortable (house an average 
family under most sea conditions) and modular (easily 
expandable as the population grows, allowing sections 
to join, separate and reconnect at will)?
How should laws and taxes for seasteads be 
determined? What legal or geographical considerations 
could give rise to unique business opportunities 
for seasteads?
How can seasteads avoid interference in internal affairs 
by existing sovereign states?
Can seasteads be self-sustaining in terms of food and 
energy? How can the security of supply be ensured? 
These are some of the slew of questions that will need 
answers before VLFS can make the transition from 
extensions of land-based economic infrastructure to viable 
economic alternatives for new nations.  But there is great 
potential, particularly as global population is projected to 
reach 9.3 billion by 2050 , and space will increasingly be at a 
premium. As VLFS move towards the centre of efforts to tap 
the potential of oceans for energy, resources, and creation of 
new land, we should continue to watch this space.  
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